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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach for
image segmentation based on the metaheuristic
"Optimization by Ant Colonies". It is a method of
classification without initial partition required or
information a priori. It is based on the principle of
stochastic exploration of a combined ant colony with
the theory of Markov fields for modeling the field
labels, and field observations. We propose to use the
metaheuristic ant colonies to estimate the fields of
labels and build an optimal partition of the image.
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1. Introduction:
The optimization problems currently occupy a
growing place in the scientific community. These
problems can be combinatorial (discrete) or
continuous variable, with one or more targets (single
or multi-objective optimization), static or dynamic,
with or without constraints. This list is not exhaustive
and can be a problem, for example, both continuous
and dynamic. An optimization problem is defined by a
set of variables, an objective function (or cost
function) and a set of constraints. The search space is
the set of possible solutions of the problem. It has a
dimension for each variable. For practical reasons and
computing time, the search space for resolution
methods is usually finished. This last limitation is not
a problem, since in general the decision-maker
precisely specifies the domain of definition of each
variable. The objective function defines the goal to be
achieved, we try to minimize or maximize it. The set
of constraints is usually a set of equalities and
inequalities that the variables must satisfy. These
constraints limit the search space. Optimization
methods look for a solution, or a set of solutions, in
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the search space that satisfy all constraints and
minimize or maximize the objective function. Among
these methods, metaheuristics are generic optimization
algorithms: their goal is to allow the resolution of a
wide range of different problems, without requiring
any major changes in the algorithm. They form a
family of algorithms to solve difficult optimization
problems, for which we do not know a more efficient
classical method.
The metaheuristics are generally inspired by analogies
with physics (simulated annealing), with biology
(evolutionary algorithms) or ethology (ant colonies,
particle swarms). All kinds of extensions have been
proposed for these algorithms, especially in dynamic
optimization. Dynamic optimization strives to
minimize or maximize an objective function that
varies with time. In the previous papers [1], [2] we
posed the problem of image segmentation: the extent
of the search space of the solutions, the relevance of
the characteristic parameters, the complexity and the
diversity of the segmentation criteria (objective
functions). In this paper, we reformulate the problem
of image segmentation by examining it from the
standpoint of optimization of technical parameters,
and we present some optimization metaheuristics to
solve it.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in part 2
we present the formulation of the segmentation
problem, in part 3 we detail the multi-objective
optimization, part 4 is devoted to the study of different
Metaheuristics methods such as Simulated annealing ,
Microcanonical annealing, Genetic Algorithms, The
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant colony
algorithms , the performance study and results
analysis are the subject of part 5, and conclusions are
given in part 6
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2. Formulation of the segmentation problem
The segmentation of an image by the "region-based"
approach, or by thresholding, can be reduced to an
optimization problem, most often NP-difficult. Hence
the need to use a metaheuristic. The segmentation of
an image I using a homogeneity attribute A , is
frequently defined as a partition

P  R1 ,...., Rn of I

, such that[3]:
1.

I   Ri , i  1, n

2.

Ri is related, i  1, n

3.

A  Ri  True





4. A Ri  R j  wrong ,

i  1, n for every
Figure 1: The
techniques

pair ( Ri , R j ) related areas
We observe that the uniqueness of the segmentation is
not guaranteed by these four conditions. The
segmentation results depend not only on the
information in the image, but also the method used to
process that information. Generally, to reduce the
problem of non uniqueness of the solution, the
segmentation problem is regularized by an
optimization constraint of a function F, characterizing
the quality of a good segmentation. So, a fifth
condition is added to the first four [4] :
5.

F (P*)  Min F ( P)

different

image

segmentation

This led us to systems schemes (algorithms)
segmentation which includes several criteria. To solve
image segmentation problem, we must optimize
several criteria simultaneously. It is with this objective
that we use the multi-objective optimization (multicriteria). This reformulation of the problem of image
segmentation into a problem of multi-objective
optimization, leads us to the next section, where we
will present the different approaches in this field,
some of which are very little used in image processing
[7].

PPA ( I )

Where F is a decreasing function and

PA ( I ) is the

set of possible partitions of I .It is clear that condition
5 does not entirely solve the problem of uniqueness of
segmentation. There are still cases where several
segmentations can have the same optimal value [5].
This explains the need to apply algorithms based on
metaheuristics. The determination of a vector of
optimal thresholds (a configuration) in the gray level
space makes the segmentation of the images
comparable to an optimization problem. Hence our
approach to segmentation through techniques designed
to solve this type of problem. An overview of the
different image segmentation criteria was presented in
our paper. As we can see, this set of criteria is not
exhaustive, like the many recent papers in image
processing. The conclusion we have reached is that
there is no single and sufficient criterion for optimally
segmenting all images [6].
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3. The multi-objective optimization:
The multi-objective optimization is born of the need
for industry to meet several conflicting requirements
simultaneously. The basics of this optimization were
laid by Pareto and Edgeworth in the 19th century. His
theories find their first applications in economics and
in recent years in the engineering sciences [8].Multiobjective problem solving approaches can be divided
into three classes: approaches based on the
transformation of the problem into a single objective
problem (simple objective), non-Pareto approaches
and Pareto approaches. These are described in the
following paragraphs.
3.1 Transformation
problem:

into

a

single

objective

This approach, described as a naive approach to
multiobjective optimization (MO) [9], is simply to
transform a multi-objective problem into a single
objective problem, of which there are many methods
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of resolution[10].Among the methods that use this
approach, we can cite aggregation methods [11],  
constraint methods, goal-based programming methods
and min-max[9].
3.1.1Aggregation method:
This method is one of the first to generate solutions to
a multi-objective problem (Pareto optimal solutions).It
consists in combining, linearly, several criteria

f i of

the problem into a single criterion F :
N


F ( x)   ai fi ( x)

(1)

i 1

ai  0 represent the weights

assigned to the criteria, x is the vector of parameters
Where the parameters

N

of the objective function,

a
i 1

i

 1 and N

Figure 2(a) : Illustration of the aggregation method, in
a bi-objective case. A convex Pareto boundary, A:
feasible domain, x : Pareto solution.

designate the number of criteria[12].
By varying the parameters, different supported
solutions are produced. The same solution can also be
produced using various parameters. The advantages of
this method are its simplicity of implementation and
efficiency, in that it produces a single solution, and
does not require the intervention of an outside
operator (a decision maker). However, to achieve this
goal, two key issues need to be addressed: determining
the values of the parameters associated with each
criterion, and the interaction between the different
criteria. Regarding the first problem, a widely used
approach is to solve the problem with several values
of the parameters ai . Blind strategies have been
proposed in the literature to generate, randomly, the
values of the parameters [13].
Figure 2 illustrates the operation of the linear
aggregation method in a bi-objective case. The
calculation of the weighting parameters amounts to
finding a hyperplane in the objective space (a line in
the bi-objective case) with a fixed orientation. The
Pareto optimal solution is the point where the hyperplane has a common tangent with the space of feasible
solutions (point x in Figure 2 (a)).Figure 2 (b)
illustrates the limitations of this method. For example,
in the case where the problem has a non-convex
Pareto boundary, the solutions y and z can be
found. While other solutions between points y

z never will be [14].
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and

Figure 2(b): Illustration of the aggregation method, in
a bi-objective case. A non-convex Pareto boundary.
A: feasible domain, x : Pareto solution.
3.1.2 Other processing methods:
The method, called   constraints, processing a
multi-objective problem in single-objective problem is
based on the optimization of an objective function
subject to constraints f j on other functions

 j  i .

For example, in the case of minimizing the
multiobjective problem can be written as [15]:
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Minimize f k ( x)

(2)

xA, f j ( x ) j j 1,...n ; j  k

This makes it possible to transform a multi-objective
problem into a single objective under constraints and
to solve it with the mono-objective optimization
methods. A priori knowledge of the appropriate
intervals for the values  j is necessary for all
objectives[16].Another method widely used in this
multi-objective problem solving approach is goal and
min-max programming. In this method, the goals
(values) to be attained for each objective must be
defined a priori [17].These values are then used to
transform the multi-objective problem into a singleobjective problem. For example, the criterion to be
optimized can incorporate a weighted norm, which
minimizes the deviation from the goals. The problem
can be formulated as follows:
1/ p

 n
p
Minimize   i fi ( x)  b j 
 j 1


(3)

i

is the vector of weights, and

b j is the goal vector. The standard used is the
Chebysheff metric ( L p -metric). In the case of a
Euclidean norm p  2 . Function (3) corresponds to a
min-max function, in the case where p   . The
selection of the goal vector should not be random,
because a wrong vector can lead to a solution that is
not Pareto optimal [18].
3.2 Non-Pareto approach:

Unlike other approaches that combine criteria or treat
separately, the Pareto approaches use the concept of
dominance, to select solutions by converging the
population to a set of effective solutions. This idea,
based on genetic algorithms, has been proposed by
Goldberg (Goldberg, 1989). This approach respects
the integrity of each criterion because the values of the
different criteria are not compared a priori. These
methods make it possible to have a set of possible
solutions (Pareto solutions) to the problem, but do not
allow choosing an alternative rather than another. The
choice of the final solution is up to the user (decision
maker) [21].In the following paragraphs, we define the
notion of Pareto dominance, the Pareto border and the
notion of "constrained dominance".

Vilfredo Pareto is an Italian mathematician of the
nineteenth century (Pareto, 1896). He laid the
foundation for solving a multi-objective economic
problem: "In a multi-objective problem, there is a
balance such that we can improve a criterion without
damaging at least one of the other"[22]. This
equilibrium is called optimum Pareto. So, a solution
x is said Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any
other solution belonging to A . These solutions are
called non-dominated solutions, or not less.
3.3.2 The concept of dominance:

x be a potential solution to the multiobjective
x A
x ' A
problem,
dominates
if:
i, fi ( x)  fi ( x ')
(4)
Let

This approach is also called non-aggregated approach.
Generally, methods based on this approach treat
objectives separately. Two groups of methods exist in
the literature: lexicographic selection and parallel
selection. In the classical approach to lexicographical
selection, the selection is performed according to a
defined order a priori. This order makes it possible to
define the weights of the objectives. Several
metaheuristics have been used for solving multiobjective
problems
with
lexicographical
selection[19].In parallel selection approach, the first
work was based on a genetic algorithm.Its algorithm,
called VEGA ("vector-evaluated genetic algorithm"),
selects the current solutions of the Pareto front
according to each objective, independently of the
others (parallel selection). The analysis of this
algorithm showed that its behavior is the same as an
algorithm performing a linear aggregation. Several
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3.3 Pareto approach:

3.3.1 Pareto Optimum:

xA

Where 1  p   ,

authors have worked on improving this algorithm
[20].

with at least i such that

fi ( x)  fi ( x ')

x is said weakly not dominated, if there is
no solution x '  A such that:
A solution

fi ( x)  fi ( x ')

(5)

x is said to be strongly non-dominated, if
there is no solution x '  A such that:
A solution

fi ( x ')  fi ( x)
with at least i such that
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Where i  1,...., n and

n is the number of goals.



Figure 3 illustrates the definition of the concept of
dominance. In this example, the multi-objective

The solution i is realizable whereas the
solution j is not realizable;



Both solutions are feasible and the solution i
dominates j ;



Both solutions are not feasible, but i have a
number of constraint violations lower than j .

problem is to minimize

f1 and f 2 . The solutions

represented by points 1, 4 and 5 are not dominated by
any other solution [23].

4. Metaheuristics:
In the literature, heuristic methods are divided into
two classes: specific algorithms for a given problem,
using domain knowledge [25], and general algorithms
applicable to a wide variety of multi-objective
problems: metaheuristics [26].In this part, we will
focus on the second class of algorithms. To solve
multiobjective problems and to determine optimal
Pareto solutions, several adaptations of the
metaheuristics are proposed in the literature.
4.1 Simulated annealing:
Figure 3: Illustration of the concept of dominance.
and

f1

f 2 are two objective functions to minimize.

Solution 4 dominates the solutions 2 and 3.
3.3.3 The Pareto border:
The border, also called the Pareto front, is the set of
optimal Pareto points. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show two
of a multitude of other forms of Pareto fronts [24]. In
the example of Figure 3, the Pareto front is composed
of points 1, 4 and 5.

The origin of the simulated annealing comes from the
analogy with the metal, wherein the method, to
achieve low energy states of a solid, is to raise the
temperature of the solid to high values and then
allowing the cool slowly. This process is called
"annealing". The basic idea of the optimization
algorithm called "simulated annealing" is as follows:
at decreasing temperature levels, the algorithm uses
the iterative procedure of Metropolis, to reach a state
of thermodynamic quasi-equilibrium. This procedure
makes it possible to output local minima with a
probability that increases as the temperature rises.
When the algorithm reaches very low temperatures,
the most probable states are in principle excellent
solutions to the optimization problem [27].
4.1.1 Metropolis Algorithm:
In 1953, Metropolis proposed an iterative algorithm
that achieves the thermodynamic equilibrium state of a
simulated system at a temperature T . Its principle is
to iterate the two following steps:


Evaluate the energy variation associated with
a random elementary transition from the
current state i , of energy

Figure 4 : Examples of Pareto fronts. A: feasible
domain. (bi-objective problem).

j , of energy E j : Eij  E j  Ei ;


j when a

Accept the transition to the new state with
probability Pij

3.3.4 The notion of dominance with constraint:
A i solution dominates with constraint

Ei , to a new state

Where

solution of the following occurs [21]:
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Pij (T )  1

Eij  0


 E  If E  0
ij
 Pij (T )  exp   T 




(7)

The effectiveness of the simulated annealing depends
strongly on the choice of its control parameters, whose
adjustment remains very empirical.
For the calculation of the flow temperature, several
methods have been proposed [29]. One of the methods
is based on the observation of the average variation of

4.1.2 Simulated annealing algorithm:
The principle of simulated annealing, presented in
Algorithm 1, consists of starting the algorithm with a
high initial temperature and controlling the decrease of
temperature (7) within the Metropolis algorithm.
Several laws of decreasing temperature can be used in
practice [28].

the function f . From an initial configuration
'

number of solutions S 0 (about 50 to 100) such that

f (S0' )  f (S0 ) is drawn, so the average variation

f

is calculated. The initial temperature

average variation

f of the function f around the

initial configuration S 0 , the value of p is
value of

We distinguish two types of simulated annealing,
according to the method of decreasing temperature:
Homogeneous annealing: the temperature is
lowered only when the thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached. This algorithm
assumes that the Metropolis procedure is
iterated an infinite number of times and
therefore has only a purely theoretical
interest.
Heterogeneous annealing: The temperature
parameter is decreased after a finite number
of disturbance evaluations at a given
temperature.

Tk 
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(8)



(9)

log(1  k )

Where k the number of temperature steps performed
is,  is a positive constant equal to the maximum
depth of the local minima. Unfortunately, this rule
induces a prohibitive calculation time. In practice, the
geometric decay is often used:

Tk 1   .Tk
Where

The initial value of the temperature;
The function of decreasing temperature;
The criterion of changing temperature
bearing;
The cessation criterion

 f
T0

The setting of the temperature decrease is very
important in the simulated annealing algorithm. A
sharp decrease of temperature risks trapping the
algorithm in a local minimum, whereas a weak decay
at the beginning of the process causes a slow
convergence of the algorithm. From a theoretical point
of view, the theoretical convergence of the
inhomogeneous simulated annealing is ensured with a
logarithmic law [30]:

In summary, the main control parameters are:




50% . The

T0 is deduced from the following relation:
p  exp



T0 is

calculated so as to initially accept a certain percentage
( p) of movements degrading the function f . For an

Algorithm 1: Simulated annealing algorithm



S0 , a



(10)

is a constant in the interval

0,1 .

Regarding the change in temperature, the number of
changes after which the temperature is lowered can be
simply specified. The annealing has been a great
success in various fields of application [31], thanks to
its two main advantages: a black box performance and
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ease of "adjustment" of the internal parameters. From
a theoretical perspective, simulated annealing allows
the optimal solution of the problem to be approached
more quickly than exhaustive exploration in the
research space. In practice, a good adjustment of the
internal parameters of the algorithm makes it possible
to accelerate the convergence towards a pseudooptimal solution, with a predefined precision.
Simulated annealing is also suitable for solving
continuous optimization problems [32].The major
disadvantage of this algorithm is its slowness.
However, several attempts to parallelize the algorithm
have been proposed in the literature, to the detriment
of its theoretical convergence. It should be noted that
there is fast approaches that are simple to implement
and maintain the convergence properties.In multiobjective optimization simulated annealing (SA) was
applied after processing of multi-objective problem
into a single-objective problem [33].The two most
popular methods are: the Multiple Objective
Simulated Annealing (MOSA) method, where the SA
was used to search for the compromise area , and the
PASA method (Pareto Archived Simulated Annealing)
which uses an aggregation function of the coupled
objective functions, with a system for archiving nondominated solutions.
4.2 Microcanonical annealing:
This optimization method exploits principles very
similar to those of simulated annealing. The
microcanonical annealing performs decreasing total
energy levels by decreasing the kinetic energy
between two bearings. Thus the algorithm converges
by reducing the energies of a set of solutions around
those that are [34].The microcanonical annealing
implements Creutz algorithm (Creutz, 1983), which is
based on the evaluation of a transition sequence to
maximize the entropy for a constant total energy. This
energy is previously set.



Acceptance of this transition to the new state
if Eij  Et  Ei . In the original article by
Creutz

(Creutz,

1983),

the

term

Et  Ei  D is called "Demon" and can be
interpreted as the kinetic energy of the
system in the i state.
Transitions to higher potential energy states are
allowed only if there is enough kinetic energy to offset
the increase of potential energy, and therefore remain
constant energy.
4.2.2 Microcanonical Annealing Algorithm:
The microcanonical annealing algorithm is to reduce
the total energy, from a high total energy within the
Creutz algorithm. Several laws of energy decay can be
used, as in the case of simulated annealing. The
different steps of the algorithm are summarized in
Algorithm 2. Creutz's algorithm is much simpler than
that of Metropolis, and requires much less
computation. As there is no need of a random number
generator, its implementation is simplified compared
to other algorithms. Compared with simulated
annealing, in the case of large problems, several
studies have shown that the results obtained are very
similar, with a benefit for microcanonical annealing in
terms of calculation [35].On the other hand, the
convergence of this algorithm is still not proved
theoretically. In some cases, the microcanonical
annealing may be less effective, because of the energy
barriers impassable that he built during his research
and that can trap in a local minimum. This algorithm
can possibly be applied to solve multi-objective
problems in the case where they are transformed into a
single-objective problem.
Algorithm 2: microcanonical annealing algorithm

4.2.1 CREUTZ Algorithm:
For a total energy

Et , an iterative algorithm makes it

possible to converge towards thermodynamic
equilibrium by repeating a large number of times the
two following steps:


Evaluating the energy variation associated
with a random elementary transition from the
current state i , from potential energy
a

new

state

j of

Ei , to
energy

E j : Eij  E j  Ei
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4.3 Genetic Algorithms:
4.3.1 Principle:
Genetic algorithms belong to the class of evolutionary
algorithms. These are metaheuristics inspired by the
analogy between an optimization process and the
evolution of living beings. The simulation of variation
and selection mechanisms operating in natural
evolutionary processes is exploited to solve artificial
problems of optimization [30]. In evolutionary
algorithms, the analogy with optimization is to
consider potential solutions to the problem as
chromosomes. These are handled by selection and
mutation operators. In the case of genetic algorithms,
a third operator is used, called the crossover operator.
The quality of the solution corresponding to each
chromosome is quantified via its own fitness. Crossing
and mutation procedures are designed to permanently
create new chromosomes.
Genetic algorithms remain the same size of the
population of potential solutions, also known as
individuals. The initial population is usually chosen
randomly. However, other initialization mechanisms
can be used depending on the application [32]. The
number of times an individual is selected for
recombination depends on its fitness relative to the
rest of the population. The Algorithm 3 procedure
presents the different basic steps of a genetic
algorithm. In this example, P(t ) represents a
population of candidate solutions for a given problem,
at iteration t . In the following paragraphs, we
describe the different procedures that make up a
genetic algorithm.
In a genetic algorithm, the representation of
individuals is based on the binary coding of
information. The problem is that there are many ways
to code the information, and the optimal choice is not
easy to find .It must indeed allow an efficient search
by the operators that will be applied to the
chromosomes. To solve this problem, an adaptation of
the representation and operators in the search space,
associated with the problem addressed, is essential. In
such a representation, both genotypes whose
representations differ slightly should provide close
solutions.
This property is not always verified in the case of a
conventional binary coding. For example, the
transition from the integer 7 to the integer 8,
represented respectively by the chromosomes 0111
and 1000, is done in 4 mutations (this problem is
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known as the Hamming barrier). Various possibilities
have been proposed, such as Gray encoding [27].In
this coding, the transition from one number to another
is done by inverting one bit of the chain. However, in
practice, it is rare that these encodings are applied.

Algorithm 3: Principle of a genetic algorithm

4.3.2 Genetic
optimization:

algorithms

in

multi-objective

Genetic algorithms have been widely used for solving
multi-objective problems, with all the approaches to
multi-objective optimization [33].
The GAs for the transformation approach towards
the mono-objective
In the approach transforming a multi-objective
problem into a single-objective problem. In the case of
the   constraint approach, GAs has been used
extensively to solve this class of problems [29].
The GAs for the non-Pareto approach
In the case of the non-Pareto approach, the most
common GA is that proposed by Schaffer (Schaffer,
1985) known as VEGA. The particularity of this GA
is to create sub-populations whose individuals are
dedicated to a particular purpose.
The GAs for the Pareto approach
In this type of approach, two families of methods
emerge: non-elitist methods and elitist methods.
Among the non-elitist methods, we can cite the
MOGA method ( "Multiple Objective Genetic
Algorithm"), where each individual is classified
according to the number of people it dominates,
NSGA method ( "Not Dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm") where the calculation of fitness is done
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by separating the population into several groups,
according to the degree of Pareto domination of each
individual. Elitist techniques do not save the optimal
Pareto individuals found during iterations. They are
distinguished in two ways: the difficulty of
maintaining diversity and their slow convergence
towards the Pareto border. Among the many GAs
adopting an elitist strategy, we quote the SPEA
algorithm
(
"Strength
Pareto
Evolutionary
Algorithm"), where the transition from one generation
to another begins with the update backups. All nondominated individuals are saved and dominated
individuals, already present, are eliminated. After
having improved this algorithm, better performances
have been recorded, but at the cost of accentuating its
complexity [35]. The best known and most preferred
algorithm is NSGAII, a second version of NSGA.

The metaheuristic based on the particle swarm method
( "Particle Swarm Optimization", PSO). The principle
of the method is derived by analogy with collective
animal behavior. The particle swarm optimization
(PSO) is classified in stochastic optimization
techniques to population. A brief description of the
PSO algorithm is presented in the following
paragraphs.
4.4.1 Principle:
The PSO method is identified with genetic algorithms.
However, it has no evolution operator. In addition, a
population of potential solutions is used in research.
The algorithm starts with a random initialization of the
particle swarm in the search space. Each particle is
modeled by its position in the search space and by its
velocity. At any time, all particles adjust their
positions and velocities, so their paths, relative



To their best positions.
To the particle having the best position in the
swarm.
To their current position.

In reality, each particle is influenced, not only by its
own experience, but also by that of other particles.
The position and velocity of a particle in a
dimensional search space are defined

Pi  ( pi ,1 ,...., pi , N )

and

updated according to the following expression [26]:

vij (t  1)  K  wv. ij (t )  c1.r1.(lij  vij (t ))  c2 .r2 .(g j  vij (t )) (11)
and

K

2
2     2  4

Nby:

(12)

  c1  c2 and   4 . The following values
j  1,...., N , w is a constant called inertia factor,

where

c1 and c2 are constants called acceleration
coefficients,

r1 and r2 are random numbers uniformly

distributed in the interval

4.4 The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO):




G  (g1 ,....,g N ) . The velocity of each particle is

0,1 .

If the calculated

velocity brought out a particle of the search space, its
fitness is not calculated. Given the new speed,
obtained from (11) and (12), the position at the
iteration

t  1 is then calculated [24]:

pij (t  1)  pij (t )  vij (t  1)
For

(13)

j  1,...., N

The inertia parameter w controls the influence of the
old speed on the current speed, in order to allow the
particles to avoid the local minima. Similarly,

c1

controls the behavior of the particle in its research on
his best position and

c2 control the influence of the

swarm behavior of the particle. The different steps of
the algorithm are presented in Figure Algorithm 4.
This method has been very successful with the
optimization community. Its good performance in
different applications, and the possibility of
hybridization with other metaheuristics contributed to
this enthusiasm. Despite its "young age" in
comparison with other metaheuristics, a large number
of works have been published. Most of the variants of
the method, as well as the different hybridizations
with other metaheuristics, are briefly presented.
Algorithm 4: Principle of PSO algorithm.

Vi  (vi ,1 ,...., vi , N ) ,

respectively. Each particle is characterized by its best
position Li  (li ,1 ,...., li , N ) at iteration

t . The best

position reached by the swarm is saved in the vector
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Different Swarms communicate with each other
through the exchange of their best position [37].
The PSO for the Pareto approach
In this multi-objective optimization approach that the
number of published works is the most important.
These approaches use selection methods of "leader"
based on Pareto dominance. The basic principle of all
these approaches is to consider particles as leaders, if
they are not dominated in the swarm. Several leader
selection schemes are possible [38].
Recent studies have shown the possibility of using
PSO algorithm as a black box with the image of
simulated annealing [28], which encouraged the
application of the method in different fields [36].
4.4.2 The particulate Swarms Optimization in
multi-objective optimization:
In order to extend the PSO to multiobjective
optimization, it was necessary to modify the original
formulation of the diagram of a multiobjective
problem. For that we had to answer the following
three questions:





4.5 Ant colony algorithms:
This metaheuristic is inspired by the collective
deposition and tracking behavior observed in ant
colonies. Ants communicate indirectly through
dynamic modifications of their environment
(pheromone trails) and thus construct a solution to a
problem account their collective experience. The
illustration of the ability of ants to find the shortest
path is given through the example of the emergence of
an obstacle on a path between food and nest.Figure 5
shows an illustration of the procedure followed by the
ants to get food [39].

How to select particles to give preference to
one that is not dominated over others
How to retain optimal Pareto solutions
compared to those already seen and
encountered during the research
How to maintain diversity in the swarm to
avoid convergence to a single solution

The PSO for the approach transformation to the
mono-objective
In this approach, some algorithms dedicated to the
resolution of a multi-objective problem, by
transforming it into a single-objective problem, have
been proposed in the literature. One of the approaches,
using linear targets aggregation, divides the swarm
into sub-swarms of equal size. Each sub-swarm uses a
vector of different parameters and evolves in his own
direction. Finally, optimal Pareto solutions are chosen
using the gradient method.
The PSO for the non-Pareto approach
Several algorithms have been developed. Many are
inspired by GAs, like the VEPSO algorithm derived
from VEGA algorithm. VEPSO uses a so-called
multi-swarm approach, where each swarm is evaluated
using one of the objective functions of the problem.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the ability of ants to search
for food by minimizing their course. (a) Search
without obstacle,(b) Appearance of an obstacle,(c)
Finding the optimal path, (d) Optimal path found.
Initially, ants move from their nest to the food (Figure
5 (a)).At the onset of the obstacle, ants alter their path
to bypass (Figure 5 (b) and (c)). The colony is then
divided into two groups; the first group selects the
longest path, while the latter chooses the shortest.
Since all ants deposit their pheromones on their path,
the shortest path will eventually have the highest
pheromone density. Therefore, the number of ants
following this path increases.
Over time, the amount of pheromones deposited on
the longest path decreases and eventually disappears;
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then all the ants follow the shortest path (Figure 5 (d)).
The first ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm.
The first algorithm called "Ant System" (AS), was
developed specifically to solve the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). The adaptation of behavior
and characteristics of real ants for optimization
required some modifications, hence the birth of
artificial ants. They have a memory, are never blind
and discrete time[40].
Modeling of artificial ants to solve the traveling
salesman problem is this: at each iteration t , each ant

k traverses the graph and builds a complete path of
n steps (n  Card ( N )) . For each ant, the journey
between a city i and a city j depends on:


The list of cities already visited. It defines the
possible movements with each step, when the
ant



k is on the city i : J ik

The visibility of each ant is defined by the
inverse of the distance between the cities:

ij 

1
This allows ants to move to the
dij

Where

T k (t ) the path made by the ant k at the

iteration t ,

Lk (t ) is the length of the round and Q is

a fixed parameter. For the algorithm avoids local
solutions traps, tracks an update is performed:

 ij (t  1)  (1   ). ij (t )   ij (t )
where  ij (t ) 

(16)

m

 
k 1

k
ij

(t ) and m is the number

of ants[42]. Initially, the pheromone is initialized by a
small amount

0  0 .

Figure 6 illustrates the basic principle of an ant colony
optimization algorithm. In mono-objective, the
metaheuristics of the ant colonies is privileged to
solve combinatorial optimization problems. The
algorithm is based on the same principle as that of PACO. It is to separately optimize each objective.
Indeed, in each cycle ants exchange objective function
to optimize. At the end of each cycle, the ant with the
highest quality of solution updates the pheromone
track, depending on the solution found.

nearest cities.
The intensity of the track corresponds to the
amount of pheromone deposited on the path
connecting two cities. This defines a global
pseudo-memory of the system.



Displacement heuristic
probability, is defined by:



p cij s p



called

the

transition

  (t )    
  ij   ij 


j  J ik

    il (t )  il  If
(14)
k
k
j

J
l

J
i
i


0
Figure 6: Basic principle of the ACO algorithm

where



and



are two parameters controlling the

importance of the intensity of the track
visibility

 ij (t ) , and the

ij .The amount of pheromone  ijk (t )

left

by each ant depends on the quality of the solution
found, which is modeled by the following
relation[41]:

 Q
(i, j )  T k (t )

 (t )   Lk (t ) if
(i, j )  T k (t )
 0

k
ij
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(15)

5. Performance study and results analysis:
The image segmentation is frequently used in medical
imaging method. The images from MRI (Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) have indeed some stakes.
Reading Them may be crucial for the diagnosis of
certain neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Parkinson's or Alzheimer's disease : Increasing the
spatial resolution of an image (increasing the quality
of the measurement, and the accuracy of the image)
seems at first sight an effective tool for improving the
relevance of a diagnosis. The increase in spatial
resolution is characterized by the use of a more
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powerful magnet, therefore more expensive. However,
this resolution results in increased sensitivity of the
machine, it will therefore be more sensitive to noise.
The image gains in precision and paradoxically will
have a form of noise that can in turn hinder the
reading of the image, and thus the diagnosis.
Fortunately, the correction of this noise can be done
by segmentation (Figure 7).

Figure 8: Original image
The step following of the image preprocessing is
segmentation. We will implement the various
segmentation techniques mentioned above to detect
the different elements of the fabric. Subsequently we
detail the results obtained from the application of
these techniques on our image (Figure 8).

Figure 7: Location
segmentation

of

tumor

according

to

The application of this method then makes it possible
to take advantage of the good spatial resolution of the
image, and to correct the noise that can be observed on
the measurement. Each image has a noise of its own,
so a good segmentation for an image is only reusable
for another image. If using a segmentation seems
relevant in this case, it remains sensitive to a number
of parameters such as the number of classes and their
compositions. The uniqueness of each solution is
problematic because there is no good universal
method for MRI image segmentation. The resolution
of this problem can be long, and can lead to
misinterpretations.
Figure 9: Histogram of original image
We opted for internal markers (local minima) to mark
the objects to be segmented and external markers
containing the objects to be segmented. And as we
have illustrated in the figures the result is satisfactory
because we detected some outlines. Contour approach
segmentation is concerned with the contours of the
object in the image.
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Figure 10: The left half image

Figure 12: The difference between the histogram of
left half and right half of Image

Most of the algorithms associated with it are local,
that is, they work at the pixel level (Figure9). Edge
detection filters are applied to the image and generally
give a result that is difficult to exploit.

It is recalled that the gradient in a pixel of a digital
image is a vector characterized by its amplitude and
direction. The amplitude is directly related to the
amount of local variation of the gray levels (Figure
12).
In this section we focus on the segmentation region
which is a specific approach in which we seek to build
surface by grouping adjacent pixels according to a
criterion of homogeneity. For this, we followed two
different approaches.

Figure 11: The right half image
The outlines extracted are most of the time fragmented
and not very precise, it is then necessary to use
contour reconstruction techniques by interpolation or
to know a priori the shape of the sought object.
Formally, this type of algorithm is close to the
methods of increasing regions operating at the pixel
level (Figure 10) and (Figure 11). These purely local
techniques are generally too limited to handle complex
images.
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Figure 13: Original diseased color Image
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The great problem of this procedure is the right choice
of threshold (Figure 13). We note that the automatic
thresholding does not give us bad results against the
manual thresholding we offer satisfactory performance
because we relied on the distribution of pixels in the
image histogram to extract the threshold (Figure 15).
We used a global thresholding (binarization) to
partition the image into two classes (the object and
background).

K-Means, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO).
For segmentation by K-Means, the segmentation
criterion here is the color of the pixels. We choose k
different color regions. Each point is assigned to the
region with the closest color, and then we recalculate
the color of each region until they are more distinct.
We applied the algorithm on our images, we obtained
the following results (Figure 16) and (Figure 17):

Figure 14: Hue Image
The automatic classification methods (global
techniques) aim to establish a relationship between all
the points of the image and all classes. The result of
the segmentation is an image where each image point
carries the label of a class (Figure 14). These methods
differ from each other in the manner of calculating
class representatives or kernels, and the limits of these
classes. In our work we used three approaches:

Figure 16: Value Image
K-means is an objective technique; it minimizes the
value of a numerical criterion. It is an optimization
technique. As is often the case in optimization, the Kmeans algorithm stops when it can no longer lower the
value of the criterion.

Figure 15: Histogram of hue image
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Figure 17: Saturation Image
The big disadvantage is the choice of the value of K,
the number of classes. This choice can be made by
simple visual examination in the case of twodimensional data, but it is not the same for data of
greater dimension. There is usually no clear indication
of the appropriate number of classes, and a "wrong
choice" for the value of K will then lead to a typology
unrelated to reality. A notable aspect of this
segmentation is the fact that two distant objects can
belong to the same region. One of the difficulties of
this method and the choice of the number of classes.
We notice that the result of this segmentation is
satisfactory and note that at each execution the class
assigned to each region is not the same.
For segmentation by Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) We
tested this method on our images and here is what we
obtained as results: As in the case of K-Means
segmentation we found difficulties in choosing the
number of classes and we modified it for each image.
We notice that the result of this segmentation is good.
Segmentation by Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO),The implementation of this function on our
image gave us the following result:
6. Conclusion:
In this paper, we presented a formulation of image
segmentation as an optimization problem in singlelens. Then we proposed a reformulation of the
problem in multi-objective optimization. The basic
principles of multi-objective optimization and its
different approaches have been exposed. The three
approaches described will be applied to image
segmentation in our next work. As we pointed out in
part 2, metaheuristics, in mono-objective optimization,
play an important role in the field of image
segmentation. Therefore, our next work will be
dedicated to our contribution to segment images by
metaheuristics in single lens.
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